
CDW•G works with businesses of all sizes and public-sector verticals, offering sound 

advice and unrivaled expertise in everything cloud, from storage and security to 

compute, backup, and beyond. Our segment-specific cloud experts ensure that 

every customer receives personalized, end-to-end support from assessment and 

design to deployment and ongoing management of their custom solution. Our Cloud 

Client Services and Executives are industry leaders in the cloud space.  

CDW•G offers NASPO ValuePoint members Microsoft Cloud solutions.  

Leveraging our knowledge of Microsoft solutions, our Cloud Client Executives and 

Sales Account Managers help customers select cloud solutions to increase 

productivity, save money and act more strategically, all while staying secure. 

Why CDW•G for Your Microsoft Cloud Needs? 
• CDW•G is a certified Microsoft Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and a charter

member of Microsoft’s Accelerated Partner Program for Online Services

• As a Cloud Accelerate Partner, CDW•G works directly with Microsoft’s

engineering teams to craft new programs and processes

• We have our own experienced customer-support teams focused on

Microsoft Enterprise Agreement, Azure, and Office 365 migrations

• The CDW•G comprehensive approach can help customers identify and

prioritize what is necessary right away and what can be built over time

• CDW•G has competencies across the full portfolio of Microsoft offerings

• CDW•G has a wraparound offering for O365, including Tier 1 and Tier 2

call support and free migration services for email

• CDW•G offers Azure-specific managed services capabilities to help

customers design, build, and take full advantage of Azure. This service

provides proactive maintenance plus reactive maintenance and technical

support to keep systems operating properly

• CDW•G offers various Azure-focused consultative engagements, including

Azure Everywhere, Whiteglove, and an Azure capabilities overview from

our Services team

• Tier 1 and Tier 2 remote support is rolled into purchase when you buy

through CDW•G

CDW•G can plan, deliver and manage an on-premises, off-premises, or hybrid cloud 

solution. We have partnerships with the best providers, sound risk mitigation 

strategies, and end-to-end personalized expertise. Combined, we deliver on the full 

economic and operational benefits of the cloud. Whether you want to move your 

infrastructure to the cloud or deploy software subscription model, CDW•G can help. 
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Offerings Overview: 
Microsoft Office 365, Azure and Enterprise Mobility Suite can work 

individually or together to help make productivity effortless. 

Office 365: Streamlined Business Applications. Microsoft Office 365™ frees 

your IT department from that endless deploy/update/support cycle. Office 365 

brings you the most up-to-date products and an uptime financial guarantee so you 

can stay focused on growing your business. Plus, with CDW•G’s 24/7 support, 

mailbox migration assistance and software updates, productivity is easy. 

Azure: A Cloud with Clout. Azure™ is Microsoft’s advanced, public cloud platform. 

Across a network that spans Microsoft’s global data centers, users can quickly build, 

deploy, scale and manage their applications. Azure gives you the opportunity to 

build applications using multiple tools, frameworks and languages. With utilized 

monitoring, migration assistance, metered billing, 24/7 support, case-based 

ticketing and ongoing optimization, CDW•G will make sure your organization is 

cloud ready. 

Enterprise Mobility Suite: Thousands of Apps — One Identity. Identity 

management just got much easier with the Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite 

(EMS). EMS works seamlessly with Office 365 and Azure and works across all 

operating systems and mobile platforms to make your business as productive as 

possible. EMS quickly detects abnormal behavior, suspicious activities and malicious 

attacks to offer you stronger security.  

CDW•G is ready to support you in recommending, architecting, 

and deploying your Microsoft cloud solutions. 


